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Abstract 
In this article, we deal with a connectivity problem stated by Maurer and Slater to characterize 
minimally k-edge’-connected graphs. This problem has been solved for k = 1,2 and 3, and we recall 
herein the results obtained. Then we give some partial results concerning the case k =4: representa- 
tion of graphs of order 4 or 5, characterization of graphs with minimum degree 2 and without 
vertices of degree 3, characterization of quasi-cubic graphs. 
1. Introduction and terminology 
In this paper, we consider finite nondirected graphs G =( V, E), with possible 
multiple edges but no loop. Harary [3] introduced conditional edge-connectivity: 
each component has a given property P. In 1978, Maurer and Slater [S] defined 
the edges-connectivity: each component contains at least one edge. The edge’- 
connectivity of G, denoted Il#(G) is the minimum cardinality of a cutset S of edges, if 
one exists, such that G-S has exactly two components and no isolated vertex, i.e. each 
component of G contains at least one edge. 
In this paper we characterize some minimally k-edge#-connected graphs, i.e. graphs 
G such that A”(G) = k and for any edge e of G, I#(G -e) < k. Let Dk denote the set of all 
these graphs. Peroche [7] proved that D, =8, and characterized the graphs of Dk for 
k=2,3, from the set Ck of graphs that have edge-connectivity A(G)= k and for any 
edge e, I(G -e) < k. These sets Ck have been characterized by Habib and Peroche 123. 
We recall herein the results obtained for Dz and D3 and give some partial results 
for D4. 
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2. Definitions, notations and elementary properties 
Definition 2.1. Let S,(G) denote the set of all the k-edge#-cutsets S of G (i.e. the set of 
all edge’-cutsets containing k edges) and S,(G)(x,x,) the subset of those which 
contain x1x2. 
Definition 2.2. A k-edge-cutset is said to be trivial if its deletion isolates a possibly 
multiple edge. 
Definition 2.3. Let us consider G in Dk, k being a positive integer greater than or 
equal to 2. 
Let us denote by E,(G) the set of all e in E such that there exists a nontrivial S in S,(G) 
containing e. 
Definition 2.4. The number of edges between two vertices x and y will be denoted 
4XY). 
Let us note that: 
(i) For any graph G, n(G)<&G) and A(G)G 
(ii) Maurer and Slater [S] proved that if G is in Dk then 266(G) d k. 
(iii) For any integer k such that k 2 1, if G is in Dk then d(x) # 1 for any x in V. 
(iv) G is in Dk o i,#(G)= k and for any e in E there exists S in S,(G) containing e. 
(v) J&(G) = 8 and there exists x in V such that d(x) = k =S 1 {y in T(x), d(y) = 2) ( < 2 
(vi) E,(G) = 0 * for any x, y in V, m(x, y) < k. 
(vii) If G is in Dk and x in V with d(x)=2, then T(x)= {y; z} with y#z, d(y)> k and 
d(z) 2 k. Moreover, if 1 VI 2 6 and &(G) = 0, we have d(y) = d(z) = k. 
In the following two parts, we will recall the results that Peroche [7] obtained for 
D2 and D,. Proofs of these results are given in [7]. The constructions given are based 
on the fact that for any G in DZ or D3, 6(G)=2. 
3. Results for D2 
Definition 3.1. We will denote by ‘branch’ a chain (x,,,. . . , xp) such that d(xo)> 2, 
d(x,) > 2 and, for any i, i #O and i # p =+ d(xi) = 2. 
Proposition 3.2. Let us consider a graph G of D,. Let us replace any branch 
(x1,xz, ... , xp) for p= 3 or 4 in G by a branch (x1, t, xp) of length 2. The graph G 
obtained is in Cz. 
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Dejinitions 
Definition 3.3. Let us consider a graph G of CZ and ,u =(x0, x1, . . . , xp) a branch 
of G. ~1 is said to be suppressible if the graph G’ obtained by replacing p by the edge 
xoxP is in CZ. 
Definition 3.4. Define an operator 19 on CZ. Let us consider a graph G of CZ. Let us 
set G’=O(G) if G’ is obtained from G by a subdivision of edges, with the following 
conditions: 
(i) If (x0, x1, x2) is a nonsuppressible branch, we subdivide x0x1 and x1x2. 
(ii) If (x0,x1,xZ,x3) is a nonsuppressible branch, we subdivide at least x1x2. 
Proposition 3.5. Let us consider a graph G of CZ such that 1 VI 24. Let G’=d(G). Then 
G’ is in D2. 
Theorem 3.6. G is in D2 if and only if there exists G’ in C, such that G= e(G’). 
4. Results for D, 
Proposition 4.1. IjG is in D3, then the minimum degree 6(G) of G satisjed J(G)=2. 
Proposition 4.2. Let G be a graph of D3. Let us take oflull vertices v of G such that 
d(v) = 2 by replacing every branch (x1, x2, x3) by an edge x1x3. The graph G’ obtained is 
in C3. 
Definition 4.3. Let us define an operator 8’ on C3 as follows. Let G be a graph of C3. 
We state that G’=@(G) if G’ is obtained from G by subdivision of edges such that 
(i) We have not created in G’ two vertices which are adjacent. 
(ii) For any x0 in V such that dG(xO) = 3, if x0 is adjacent to only one created 
vertex z, such that do*(z)=2, then the other neighbor y of z is a degree 3 vertex. 
(iii) For any x0 in V such that do(x,,)= 3, either we created a degree 2 vertex 
adjacent to x0, or x0 has three degree 3 neighbors, each of them being adjacent to at 
least one degree 2 vertex. 
Proposition 4.4. Let G be a graph of C3. Let G’ = 8’(G). Then G’ is a graph of D3. 
Theorem 4.5. G is a graph of D3 if and only if there exists a graph G’ in C3 such that 
G = O’(G’). 
Remark 4.6. The methods used to characterize D, and D, do not seem to be easily 
extended to Dk, for k 2 4. For example, if G is in Dq, we can have 6(G) = 4 (as in the last 
graph in Fig. 2). This means that some graphs can be both in C4 and in Dq; we do not 
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have a characterization of such graphs. Some graphs of D4 do not have a degree 
2 vertex. Thus, we need other methods for Dq. 
5. Study of D4 
We first consider the case ) VI ~6, since in this case, for any graph of Dq, we have 
&(G) = 8. 
5.1. Graphs of D4 such that 1 V/l<6 
(a) If G is in D4 and 1 V ( = 4 then G is one of the following graphs as in Fig. 1. The 
elementary properties (ii)-(vii) of Section 2 and E,(G) = 0 imply that there are no other 
graphs in D4 such that ( V I= 4. 
(b) If G is in D4 and 1 VI = 5, then G is one of the following graphs as in Fig. 2 and 
there are not still others: Graphs of order 5 are obtained from those of order 4 by 
adding a vertex or a vertex and an edge incident to this vertex. 
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5.2. Graphs of D4 such that I VI B 6 
Graphs of D4 such that 1 V 12 6 and &(G) =8 satisfy some special properties which 
will help us in our study. These properties are easy to prove by contradiction. 
5.2.1. Properties of graphs of D4 such that 1 V 126 and E,(G)=@ 
Proposition 5.1. Let G be a graph of D4 such that 1 VI 26 and E,(G)=@. Let us denote 
m(xy) the number of edges between x and y and o(x, y) the set of edges whose deletion 
isolates the edge xy. Then we have the following properties: 
(i) If there exists (xy, xz) in E2 such that m(xy) = m(xz) = m and d(x) = 2m then m = 1. 
(ii) Zf there exists x in V such that d(x)=2 and T(x)= {x1 ,x2} then the only 
4-edge#-cutset which contains xx1 (resp. xx2) is o(x,x2) (resp. o(x,xl)). 
Proposition 5.2. Let G be a graph of D4 such that I VI 2 6 and E,(G) = 8. Let us consider 
x1x2 in E such that for any i in { 1, 2}, d(xi)= 3. The following properties are equivalent: 
(9 I SdGhx2) I > 1. 
(ii) We have one of the following cases: 
(a) U(x1, x2))={ zl, z2} and for any i in { 1, 2}, m(xizi) = 2 and d(zi) = 5. 
(b) ~({xi,x~_i})={Zi,ti,Z~_i},m(x~_i,Z~-i)=2 and either d(zi)=d(ti)=3 or 
d(z3 -i) = 5 and either d(zi) = 3 or d(ti) = 3. 
(c) U{x,,xz})={ z1,z2,z3,z4} and there exists {i,j} in {1,2,3,4} such that 
d(zi)=d(zj)=3. 
Proposition 5.3. Let G be a graph of D4 such that I VI 3 6 and l&(G) =8. Let xx1 
be in E such that d(x) = 3 and d(x,) = 4. The following properties are equivalent: 
(9 I SdWxix) I > 1. 
(ii) For any xi in T(x)-{x1}, either d(xi)=3 or there exists xi in T(x) such that 
d(xi) = 3 and there exists y in T(x~)- {x} such that d(y)= 2. 
Proposition 5.4. Let G be a graph of D4 such that I VI > 6 and E,(G) =@. Let xx1 be in 
E such that d(x) = 3 and d(x,) = 5. The following properties are equivalent: 
(9 I UG)hx) I > 1. 
(ii) m(xx,)= 1 and for any xi in T(x)-{xl}, either d(xi)=3 or there exists xi in 
T(x)- (x1} such that d(xi)=3 and there exists y in T(x,)- {x} such that d(y)=3 and 
m(x,y)=2. 
Proposition 5.5. Let G be a graph of D4 such that I VI 2 6 and E,(G) =@. Let xx1 be in 
E such that d(x) = 3 and d(x,)>6. The following properties are equivalent: 
(9 I WWXIX) I > 1. 
(ii) I T(x) I = 3 and for any xi in T(x)- {x1}, d(xi)= 3. 
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Proposition 5.6. Let G be a graph of D4 such that ( V(>6 and E,(G)=@. Let x1x2 
be in E such that for any i in (1,2} d(xi) 24. Then: 
(i) There exists i in (1, 2) such that d(xi) is in (4, 5). 
(ii) Then for this i, there exists y in T(xi) such that m(yx,)<2 and T(y) = (xi, t> with 
t#x3_i and m(vyt)=l. 
(iii) m(xix3_i)=l j 1 T(Xi)(=3 or 4, m(xix3_i)=2 * (( T(xi)1=3 and d(xj_i)=5), 
m(xiy)= 1 * (d(xi)=4, d(y)=2 and d(t)=4), m(xiy)=2 * (d(xi)=5, d(y)=3 and 
d(t) = 5). 
Proposition 5.7. Let G be a graph of D4 such that ( V( 86 and Ed(G)=@. Let x1x2 be in 
E such that for any i in { 1,2} d(xi)34. The following properties are equivalent: 
0) I XdG)hxd I > 1. 
(ii) For any i such that d(xi)=4 there exists a unique yi in T(xi)- (x3-i) such that 
d(yi) = 2 and for any i such that d(xi) = 5 there exists u unique yi in T(xi)- {x3 _ i} such 
that d(yi)= 3, m(xiyi)=2 and zi is in T(yi)- {xi} * d(zi)= 3. 
5.2.2. Graphs of D4 with minimal degree 2 and without a degree 3 vertex 
Definition 5.8. Let G be a graph of Cd. Let F(G) denote the set of all edges e in E such 
that there exists S in S,(G) which contains e. 
Definition 5.9. Let G be in Cd. Let us define G’= y(G), in subdividing, only once, some 
edges of G such that for any x in I/ with d,(x)=4 and Q(X)- F(G)#0 the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) If for any Xi in T(x) such that Xxi is not in F(G), do(xi)= 4, then either there exists 
i such that xxi is subdivided, or for any i, there exists yi in T(Xi)- {x} such that Xiyi is 
subdivided. 
(ii) If there exists xi in T(x) such that xxj is not in F(G) and do(xi) 2 5 and if there 
exists xj in T(x) such that d,(xj)=4 then we subdivide XXj; if there is no such Xj but 
there exists xx,+ in F(G), we subdivide x&, . if not, we subdivide two edges Xxi, and Xxi,. 
Proposition 5.10. Let G be in C4 and G’ = y(G), then G’ is in Dq. 
Proof. (i) Let us suppose that n”(G’) = k < 4 and let us consider a k-edge#-cutset S of 
G’, which separates V’; and Vi. Let us denote by Vi the intersection <et of y- ‘( V’<i>) 
and V(G). If for any i = 1,2, E(< Vi)) # 8 then Il#(G) = k which is in contradiction with 
the hypothesis. We can then assume that E( ( VI))=@. As E(( V\))#8, any edge of 
(V;) is incident to degree 2 vertices which is in contradiction with the fact that we 
subdivide any edge only once. Thus J.(G’)=4. 
(ii) Let us prove that any edge e=xy of G’ is contained in a 4-edge#-cutset. 
Case 1: e is in E(G). 
If e is in F(G) there is no problem. Let us consider an edge e which belongs to 
E(G)-F(G). We can assume that d(x)=4 (because d(x)>5 and d(y)>5 j eis in F(G)). 
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According to the first condition in the definition of y, either there exists xz subdivided 
by t and then e is in w( (x, t}) or d(y)=4 and y is incident to an edge different from e, 
subdivided by t. Then e is in w( {y, t}). 
Case 2: e is not in E(G). 
We can assume that d,(x) = 2. Let us denote by f= yz the edge of G which was 
subdivided to obtain e. If f is in F(G) there is no problem. If this is not the case and if 
d,(y) = do(z) = 4 then e is in w( {x, z}). If d,(y) = 4 and d,(z) 3 5 either there exists t in 
Tc(y) such that d,(t)=4 and yt was subdivided by u and then e is in w( {y, u}) or the 
degree of any neighbor of y is greater or equal to 5. As f is not in F(G), we have 
subdivided at least another edge yt by t’ and then e is in w( {y, t’}). If d,(y)=5 and 
&(z)=4 then e is in o({x, z}). 0 
Proposition 5.11. Let G be a graph of D4 such that d(G)=2 and G has no degree 
3 vertices. Then there exists G’ in C4 such that G = y(G’). 
Proof. Let us define G’ by replacing any branch {x, y, z} in G, with do(y)=2 by the 
edge xz. First let us prove that G’ is in Cd. Let us assume that n(G) = k ~4. As 
6(G’)a4, any k-edge cutset of G’ is a k-edges-cutset and corresponds to a k-edge’- 
cutset of G; so we have a contradiction, Then we have n(G’) 2 4. 
Let e=xy be in E(G’). We shall prove that e is at least in one 4-cutset. Now, 
e derives from an edge e’ of G. As G is in Dq, e’ is in a 4-edge#-cutset S which is 
transformed in G’ into a 4-edge-cutset which contains e. Thus G’ is in Cq. 
Let us show now that G=y(G’). It is obvious that G is obtained from G’ by 
subdivision of some edges of G’. We must prove that the conditions imposed on y are 
satisfied. Let us assume the contrary. Then x0 would exist in V(G) such that 
dcf(xo) = 4 and oG,(xO) - E4(G’) # 8 and such that none of the conditions imposed on 
y is satisfied for this vertex. If for any xi in T(x,) such that xexi is not in E,(G’), 
dG,(xi)=4 and Definition 5.9(i) is not met, then XoXi does not belong to any 4- 
edge’-cutset of G. If not, if x0 has some neighbors whose degree is equal to 4 and if 
Definition .5.9(ii) is not met, then xoxi does not belong to any 4-edge’-cutset of G. Let 
us assume finally that the degree of all neighbors of x0 is greater or equal to 5. If we 
subdivide by z’ at most one edge xoxi not belonging to &(G) then xoz cannot be in 
a 4-edge#-cutset of G. 
Then if the conditions imposed on y are not satisfied in x0, at least one edge of 
G does not belong to a 4-edge#-cutset of G, which contradicts the fact that G is in Dq. 
Thus G=y(G’). 0 
Corollary 5.12. Let G be a graph such that a(G)=2 andfor any x in V(G), do(x)#3. 
Then G is in D4 o there exists G’ in C4 such that G = y(G’). 
Conclusion. As the graphs of Ck have been characterized for any integer k by Habib 
and Peroche [2], we have a characterization of graphs of D4 which satisfy the two 
conditions of Corollary 5.12. 
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5.2.3. Quasi-cubic graphs of D4 
Definition 5.13. G is said quasi-cubic if V(G) contains at most one vertex x0 whose 
degree is greater or equal to 4 and for any x in V(G), x # x0 =z. d(x) = 3. Let K3 be the 
set of quasi-cubic graphs. 
Remark 5.14. (i) Let us consider a graph G which is both in K3 and in D4 and an 
edge xy of G. Then &(x) = d,(y) = 3 Z- m(xy) = 1. 
(ii) G is in K3 and A#(G)=4 * G is in Dq. 
(iii) In a quasi-cubic graph of Da, none of the edges belongs to a unique 
4-edge#-cutset. 
We will now show that any quasi-cubic graph of D4 can be obtained with two 
operators that we will denote by c( and p. 
Lemme 5.15. Let us consider a quasi-cubic graph G of D4 such that 1 VI 26 and 
E4 (G) = 8. Then: 
(i) the girth g(G) of G satis$es g(G)>4, 
(ii) if G is cubic and 1 V I> 7 then g(G) > 5, 
(iii) if G has a degree 4 vertex x0, then x0 is on any cycle of length 4. 
Corollary 5.16. There exists no quasi-cubic graph such that 1 V(G)] = 7 or 8 satisfying 
JUG) = 8. 
Definition 5.17. Let G1 be a cubic graph and Gz a quasi-cubic one. Let us consider 
e, =xlyl an edge of G1 and e2 =x2y2 an edge of Gz such that doi(xi)=doi(yi)= 3. We 
dejine G=or(G1, G,) by deleting the vertices x1, x2, y,, y2 and identifying w,+(el) and 
wGz(e2). 
Proposition 5.18. If G1 and G2 are in D4 then a(G1,G2) is in Da. 
Proposition 5.19. Let us consider a graph G which is both in K, and in D4 and such that 
E4(G)#@ Then there exists G1 and G2 both belonging to K3 and D4 such that 
G=a(G1, G,). 
Proof. As E4(G)#& there exists a nontrivial 4-edge#-cutset S, separating X1 and X2. 
Let US define Gi, for i = 1 or 2 such that Gi = (Xi) us xiyi where us means that we join 
the created edge x,y, to (Xi) by using the four edges of S, connecting them to (Xi) as 
in G while meeting the condition doi = doi = 3. If n”(Gi) = 4, Gi is in 04 because 
it is a quasi-cubic graph. Thus, let us assume that A#(Gi)=k<4 and let S’ be 
a k-edges-cutset of Gi separating Y1 and Y2. S’ contains Xiyi because if it was not the 
case and if xiyi was in (Y,), S’ would be a k-edge’-cutset of G separating Y2 and 
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Fig. 3. 
Yr - {xi, yi > uX3 _ i, which is impossible. Then we conclude that k = 3 and that we are 
in the case of Fig. 3. 
Giis thendefined by G:=Gi-Xitl-yitz+yit,+xitz with t,#yiand tz#xi. Let US 
assume that n#(G:) = k < 4. According to what we have seen before, k = 3 and any 
3-edge#-cutset of G: contains Xiyi. Let S be one of those cutsets separating Y’i and Yz. 
We can assume that we have Y’i = Y;i u{xi} and that Y;i is included in Y1i but not 
equal to it. (SI=3=1w(Y’i,)(=2 and as 6(G9=3, IY’i11a2 which shows that 
n#(Gf)= 2 and contradicts n”(G:)= 3. Then we have 1#(G9=4 and GI is in D4. It is 
easy to see that G=cr(G1, G,) and then the announced result is proved. 0 
Remark 5.20. As G is a quasi-cubic graph, at least one of the two graphs Gr and G2 is 
cubic. 
We will now define an operator /I which will solve the case of graphs G such that 
Ed(G) = 8. 
Definition 5.21. Let us consider a graph which is both in K3 and in D4. We define 
a graph G’ = j?(G) using one of the two following methods: 
Let us consider the vertex x,, whose degree d(x,) is such that d(xO)#3, if any; 
otherwise any vertex of G. 
(i) Let e=xy and e’=x’y’ be two edges such that either e and e’ have no common 
vertex or they are both incident to the vertex whose degree is greater than 3. Then we 
construct G’ by subdividing e by a and e’ by b and creating the edge ab. 
(ii) Let e = xy an edge which is nonincident to x0 if &(x0) = 3. 
We define G’ in subdividing e with a vertex b and creating a vertex a, two parallel 
edges and the edge ab. 
Proposition 5.22. Zf G is both in K3 and D4 then P(G) is both in K3 and in D4. 
Proof. It is obvious that p(G) is in KS. Let us show that ,?.#(jI(G))=4. Let us assume 
that A”( fi( G)) = k < 4 and let S be a k-edge#-cutset of p(G) separating Xi and X2. We 
will distinguish two cases corresponding to the two methods of construction. 
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Case (i): From the construction we cannot have X1 = {a. b, t} where t is the com- 
mon vertex to e and e’. As d,(t)>4 we have 1 o Bccj( {a, b, t}) 12 4. If x and y belong to 
X1 and x’ and y’ belong to Xz, oG(X1) is a (k- 1)-edge#-cutset of G, which is 
impossible. If x is in X1 and y, x’ and y’ belong to X,, wc(X,) is a k-edge#-cutset of G, 
which is impossible and it is still the same if we consider that x and x’ are in X1 and 
y and y’ belong to X2. As we have n”(G) < n”(p( G)), we cannot have n”@(G)) = k < 4. 
Then P(G) is in Dq. 
Case (ii). From the construction we have neither X1 = {x0, a}, X1 = {x0, a, b), 
X1 = {b, x} nor X1 = (b, y}. If x0, a, b, x, y belong to X1, S is a k-edge#-cutset, which is 
impossible. If x0 is in X1 and x and y are in X2, S necessarily contains ab, which 
proves that i#(G) = k - 1 and is impossible. Then if we assume that x0 and x are in X1 
and y in Xz, oc(X,) is a k-edge#-cutset, which is impossible. Then the hypothesis 
cannot be true. 0 
Proposition 5.23. Let us consider a graph G which is both in K3 and in D4 and such that 
( V(G)J 26 and Ed(G)=@ Then there exists G’ which is both in K, and in D4 such that 
G = /?(G’). 
Proof. Let us consider an edge e = xy in G such that d,(x) = d,(y) = 3. Let us define G’ 
as follows: 
(i) if T(x)={y,x1,x2} and ~(y)={x,yl,yz) then G’=G-{x,y}+xlx2+y1y2. 
(ii) if T(x)={y,z} and m(x,z)=2 and T(y)={x,y,,y,}, then G’=G-(x,y}+y,y,. 
It is clear by construction, that G’ is in K,. We shall prove that n#(G’)=4 which 
will prove that G’ is also in Dq. Let us consider that ,?“(G’)= k <4 and let S be a 
k-edges-cutset of G’ separating X1 and X2. 
Case (i): IT(x and T(x)={y,x1,x2}. 
Let us assume that xl,x2,y1,y2 are all in X1. Then C&X,) would be a k- 
edges-cutset of G, which is impossible. Let us assume that x1 is in X1 and xz,y1,y2 are 
in X2. Then oc(X1) would be a k-edge#-cutset of G which is impossible. If x1 and y, 
were in X1 and x2 and y2 in X2, oG(X1) would be a k-edge#-cutset of G. We can then 
assume that x1 and x2 are in Xl and yl and y, are in Xz. S u {e} is then a (k+ l)- 
edge#-cutset of G. We cannot have k< 3 because G is in Dq, then k= 3. But then 
Su (e} is a nontrivial k-edges-cutset of G, which is in contradiction with E,(G)=@ 
Case (ii): I T(x) I = 2 and T(x) = {y, x}. 
As G is both in K, and in Dq, z is the only vertex whose degree is greater than 3. In 
fact, we have d,(z) 3 5. As G is in Dq, we necessarily have that z is in X1 and y,, y2 are 
in X2. Then oG(X1 u {x}) is a (k + 1)-edge’-cutset of G, which implies that k = 3. The 
set w&X, u(x)) is nontrivial, this contradicts the hypothesis E4(G)=8. 
Let us show now that in both cases, G=/?(G’). Let us assume that G’ was obtained 
by construction (i). Then if we consider e = x1x2 and e’ = y,y,, we have G = P(G’). If for 
example, x2 = y, then d,(x2) > 4 because if it would not be the case, oG( {x, y, x2}) 
would be a 3-edge#-cutset of G. If G’ was obtained by construction (ii) G = fi(G’) with 
x0 = z and e = y,y,. In the same way, if we assume that z = y, for example, we cannot 
have d,(z) = 3 because in this case oG( {x, z, y}) would be a 3-edge#-cutset of G. Then 
in any case G=b(G’) with G’ in both K3 and in Da. 0 
Theorem 5.24. The graphs which are both in K3 and D4 are obtained from the complete 
graph on 4 vertices ~~ by successive applications of c1 and fl. 
Proof. This results from Propositions 5.18-5.23. q 
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